MOUNTAIN BIKE TRAIL INFO • HELMETS REQUIRED • TRAILS ARE ONE WAY • NO DOGS

In case of emergency, DIAL 911 and provide nearest mile marker • Call park office for trail status

Always Observe Right of Way

Yields To

Trails include ~14.2 miles of natural surface tread, featuring rocks, roots, logs, loose sand, ledges, berms, jumps, steep climbs/descents, and narrow bridges.

GREEN: Some unavoidable obstacles and ledges (≤ 8” tall), un-railed bridges ≥ 36”, some avoidable technical features

BLUE: Unavoidable obstacles and ledges (some >8” tall), un-railed bridges ≥ 24”, some avoidable technical features (some >24” tall)

BLACK: Frequent unavoidable obstacles and ledges (some >12” tall), un-railed bridges ≥12”, rock gardens, unavoidable technical features (some >36” tall)